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Evidence Room Door
Unlock: 874129881



Security Login
Unlock: trex8moxie



QR code on Charles White
Interview

Unlock: 3200



Fixed the Camera System?
Unlock: 4621735



Albert’s Office
Just scan, it is not locked

Click on the picture behind Albert’s desk.



Note on the back of the WW2
poster

Translation:
Tyrene meet me at the side door tonight I can't wait to see you Daniel F



Noah Parker’s Locker
Unlock: 85238791



Card found in Noah Parker’s
Locker

Translation:
“Hey Slim, break into McCains office find details of artifact shipment.”



Crime Scene Findings
Craig Zinkiewicz is the only person that meets the description.



Part 2 Envelope Unlock
Some people may be implicated more than once.

What you find on the phone from the evidence room will implicate Kenneth Vega and
Barry Martina.

What you find from the security login will implicate Susan Bryant, Daniel Ferguson, and
Kenneth Vega.

What you find from the security camera will implicate Thomas Riggs.

What you find from the coded message on the back of the WW2 poster will implicate
Tyrene Neil and Daniel Ferguson.

What you find from examining the crime scene will implicate Craig Zinkiewicz

Noah’s nickname is on the card you find in his locker. You will need to translate the
number message to get it.

Unlock:  bikmoptslim



IMAX Computer and Cash
Register

Unlock: cow



Tyrene’s Office
Just scan, it is not locked



Tyrene’s Office Cabinet
Unlock: 5132



Crossword and Horoscope
union



Susan’s Filing Cabinet
Unlock: 86466



Email Login
Unlock: dumbboss



Picture in Albert’s Office
Unlock: bleed



Who is the Killer
Eliminations:

Berry and Kenneth - Based on the receipt found in the IMAX cash register, Berry took
Kenneth’s payment for snacks while they were in the IMAX at the time of the killing.

Daniel and Tyrene - Both were together having an affair at the time of the killing. This
is implied by Tyrene’s journal and backed up by the blackmail photo found in Susan’s
filing cabinet.

Susan - Was taking photos of Daniel’s affair with Tyrene at the time of the killing.

Craig - Based on the email you find between Craig and Patricia you find out that Craig
snuck in to fix a display case so his boss would not find out he had broken it by accident.
This is backed up by the time stamp on the photo that Craig took of the fixed display
case.

Use the tag you found at the beginning to determine what weapon was used.

Unlock: riggsmuramasa


